
Level B - Short Version - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheets - Real Words
These supplemental practice sheets are designed to be used after a student has completed the Level B - Short Version Student 

Workbook.  The sheets may also be used by students in 2nd grade and above who have finished Student Workbooks B1 and B2.
  These practice sheets are very similar to the separate set of supplemental practice sheets using nonsense words.  At this point 

I do not know if using real words or nonsense words provides for faster student achievement.  It may be the case that it is 
good to use both the real and nonsense words with most students, or that one works better than the other for certain kinds of 
students.  The teacher will have to experiment to discover which seems to be the case.
Students should practice reading the words for one minute trials once a day., and they should record their performance on the 

chart at the bottom of the page.  In most cases students should work on just a single sheet at a time.  They should continue 
working on a sheet until they can read 50-70 words correct in a minute.  Most students will greatly benefit from practicing until 
they can achieve a rate of at least 60 words correct in a minute.
If a student’s initial performance is well below the target, the teacher should help the student establish an intermediary goal 

that is 5 to 10 words per minute higher than his current score.  
If a student’s performance is considerably below the target and remains flat for 4 trials, the teacher should change the practice 

routine in one of two ways.  She can either reduce the timing interval to 15 or 20 seconds, or reduce the number of words on the 
sheet.  (This can be done by copying the page and crossing out words with a dark marker.)  Once the student reaches the target 
fluency rate with these changes, they should be faded.  In other words, either the timing interval or the number of words should 
be increased, as appropriate.
If the student still does not make progress with these changes, the teacher should consider starting the student with the 

ABeCeDarian Level A Blending/Segmenting supplement to provide him with some work in letter/sound fluency and in reading 
simple, one-syllable nonsense words.
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�

Level B Short Version - Fluency Practice Sheet 1

Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

float coal toast throat peach meat steal feast

steal toast float feast meat coal throat peach

toast feast throat coal float peach meat steal

feast steal coal meat toast float peach throat

coal float peach toast throat steal feast meat

throat peach meat float feast toast steal coal

peach meat steal coal toast throat float feast

meat throat feast peach float steal toast coal

throat peach toast meat coal feast float steal

feast steal meat peach throat toast coal float

steal throat peach meat feast float toast coal

coal toast feast steal float peach meat throat

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: oa and ea
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Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: ou and o-e

cloud ground shout count hope note drove code

drove shout cloud code note ground count hope

shout code count ground cloud hope note drove

code drove ground note shout cloud hope count

ground cloud hope shout count drove code note

count hope note cloud code shout drove ground

hope note drove ground shout count cloud code

note count code shout cloud drove hope ground

count hope shout note ground code cloud code

code drove note hope count shout ground cloud

drove count hope note code cloud shout ground

ground shout code drove cloud hope note count
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�

Level B Short Version - Fluency Practice Sheet 1

Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

claim faint paid stain speech peek teeth creep

teeth paid claim creep peek faint stain speech

paid creep stain faint claim speech peek teeth

creep teeth faint peek paid claim speech stain

faint claim speech paid stain teeth creep peek

stain speech peek claim paid creep teeth faint

speech peek teeth faint stain paid claim creep

peek stain creep speech claim teeth paid faint

stain speech paid peek faint creep claim teeth

creep teeth peek speech stain paid faint claim

teeth stain speech peek creep claim paid faint

faint paid creep teeth claim speech peek stain

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: ai and ee
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Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

army harsh yarn regard paste scare grave maze

grave yarn army maze scare harsh regard paste

yarn maze regard harsh army paste scare grave

maze grave harsh scare yarn army paste regard

harsh army paste yarn regard grave maze scare

regard paste scare army yarn maze grave harsh

paste scare grave harsh regard yarn army maze

scare regard maze paste army grave yarn harsh

regard paste yarn scare harsh maze army grave

maze grave scare paste regard yarn harsh army

grave regard paste scare maze army yarn harsh

harsh yarn maze grave army paste scare regard

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: ar and a-e
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Level B Short Version - Fluency Practice Sheet 1

Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

corner thorn force scorch achieve grief shriek fierce

shriek force corner fierce grief thorn scorch achieve

force fierce scorch thorn corner achieve grief shriek

fierce shriek thorn grief force corner achieve scorch

thorn corner achieve force scorch shriek fierce grief

scorch achieve grief corner force fierce shriek thorn

fierce grief shriek thorn scorch force corner fierce

grief scorch fierce achieve corner shriek force thorn

scorch achieve force grief thorn fierce corner shriek

fierece shriek grief achieve scorch force thorn corner

shriek scorch achieve grief fierce corner force thorn

thorn force fierce shriek corner achieve grief scorch

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: or and ie
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Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

brook crook hood wool gloom smooth proof doodle

proof hood brook doodle smooth crook wool gloom

hood doodle wool crook brook gloom smooth proof

doodle proof crook gloom hood brook gloom wool

crook brook gloom hood wool proof doodle smooth

wool gloom smooth brook hood doodle proof crook

gloom smooth proof crook wool hood brook doodle

smooth wool doodle gloom brook hood doodle crook

wool gloom hood smooth crook doodle brook proof

doodle proof smooth gloom wool hood crook brook

proof wool gloom smooth doodle brook hood crook

crook hood doodle proof brook gloom smooth wool

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: oo
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Level B Short Version - Fluency Practice Sheet 1

Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

might delight slight upright awful straw squawk brawl

squawk slight might brawl straw delight upright awful

slight brawl upright delight might awful straw squawk

brawl squawk delight straw slight might awful upright

delight might awful slight upright squawk brawl straw

upright awful straw might sight brawl squawk delight

awful straw squawk delight upright slight might brawl

straw upright brawl awful might squawk slight delight

upright awful slight straw delight brawl might squawk

brawl squawk straw awful upright slight delight might

squawk upright awful straw brawl might slight delight

delight slight brawl squawk might awful straw upright

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: igh and aw
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Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

haunt sauce launch fraud annoy oyster enjoy royal

enjoy launch haunt royal oyster sauce fraud annoy

launch royal fraud sauce haunt annoy oyster enjoy

royal enjoy sauce oyster launch haunt annoy fraud

sauce haunt annoy launch fraud enjoy royal oyster

fraud annoy oyster haunt launch royal enjoy sauce

annoy oyster enjoy sauce fraud launch haunt royal

oyster fraud royal annoy haunt enjoy launch sauce

fraud annoy launch oyster sauce royal haunt enjoy

royal enjoy oyster annoy fraud launch sauce haunt

enjoy fraud annoy oyster royal haunt launch sauce

sauce launch royal enjoy haunt annoy oyster fraud

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: au and oy
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Level B Short Version - Fluency Practice Sheet 1

Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

choice ointment spoil moist slime quite pride tribe

pride spoil choice tribe quite ointment moist slime

spoil tribe moist ointment choice slime quite pride

tribe pride ointment quite spoil choice slime moist

ointment choice slime spoil moist pride tribe quite

moist slime quite choice spoil tribe pride ointment

slime quite pride ointment spoil moist choice tribe

quite moist tribe slime choice pride spoil ointment

moist slime spoil quite ointment tribe choice pride

tribe pride quite slime moist spoil ointment choice

pride moist slime quite tribe choice spoil ointment

ointment spoil tribe pride choice slime quite moist

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: oi and i-e
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Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

butcher hatch stretch hitch grudge pledge bridge badge

bridge stretch butcher badge pledge hatch hitch grudge

stretch badge hitch hatch butcher grudge pledge bridge

badge bridge hatch pledge stretch butcher grudge hitch

hatch butcher grudge stretch hitch bridge badge pledge

hitch grudge pledge butcher stretch badge bridge hatch

grudge pledge bridge hatch stretch hitch butcher badge

pledge hitch badge grudge butcher bridge stretch hatch

hitch grudge stretch pledge hatch badge butcher bridge

badge bridge pledge grudge hitch stretch hatch butcher

bridge hitch grudge pledge badge butchter stretch hatch

hatch stretch badge bridge butcher grudge pledge hitch

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: tch and dge
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Level B Short Version - Fluency Practice Sheet 1

Practice reading these words until you can get read 50-70 correct in one minute.

Date

Correct/Incorrect

accept plastic select purchase pretend traffic modern decide

modern select accept decide traffic plastic purchase pretend

select decide purchase plastic accept pretend traffic modern

decide modern plastic traffic select accept pretend purchase

plastic accept pretend select purchase modern decide traffic

purchase pretend traffic accept select decide modern plastic

pretend traffic modern plastic select purchase accept decide

traffic purchase decide pretend accept modern select plastic

purchase pretend select traffic plastic decide accept modern

decide modern traffic pretend purchase select plastic accept

modern purchase pretend traffic decide accept select plastic

plastic select decide modern accept pretend traffic purchase

Level B - Supplemental Fluency Practice Sheet: 2 syllable words


